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That which is loved is 
always beautiful

  —

Norwegian proverb

Scandinavians don’t go abroad for summer. The regulation  
2 weeks of brutally early budget flights, bulging cabins and 
charter busses toward busy and baking Mediterranean beaches 
simply does not exist up here. They just get in their cars and  

drive to the summer house. And stay there for a month. 

From midsummer’s eve, from the forest to the fells, from the  
lakeshore to the archipelagos, the land is calling to its citizens.  
After all, when nature challenges you for much of the year you 

want to be there when it offers its bounty.

At the turn of the midnight sun, of flora in abundance, and of 
countless islands dotted like stars across still Scandinavian 
waters there is always a private beach, an empty vista, and the 
calming sound of silence to appreciate the pure, restorative 

pleasures of family, friends and freedom.  

J U L I
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A U G U S T
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8 hours work

8 hours rest 

8 hours sleep

 —

Danish tradition

As the rest of Europe heads on holiday Scandinavians – ever 
punctual – return to work. The discipline, efficiency, and humble 
but resolute work ethic of continuous improvement is admirable 
and what makes the Nordic countries among the most advanced 

regions in the world. But it took a long time to adjust to.

When I first arrived I couldn’t understand why everyone stayed 
in the office to eat together at midday before returning to their 
desks by 12.30pm, when an extended Friday lunchtime visit to the 
pub was mandatory in London. As us Brits stagger back to the 
office mid-afternoon for a cursory and ultimately pointless last 
few tasks until rush hour, these Scandinavians are already cycling 

home to welcome the weekend. 

8 hours work, 8 hours rest, 8 hours sleep. That’s the mantra in 
these parts. 

And 8 new miniatures, one for every day of the week.



S E P T E M B E R

God did not create hurry
  —

Finnish proverb

When was the last time you foraged for berries near your home? 
Knew of the best places to pick and the weeks to pick them in? 
Treated the occasion as some sort of communal event, returning 
home together eager to enjoy the bounty fresh, or to preserve 

the fruit to enjoy later when the nights draw in? 

This is what happens across the Nordic region from spring 
through autumn. The sweetness of taste and the richness of  
colour in the berry harvest are one of Scandinavia’s most 
wonderful delicacies, a crown jewel from nature, a local luxury 

on the palate. 
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A small candle can light up
the darkest forest

  —

Finnish proverb

The nights draw in sharply here, and October marks the month 
where those long days of summer are but a distant memory. 
Though the leaves may cling weakly on their branches for a few 
weeks more, it’s the return of darkness that drastically changes 

the habits of its citizens. 

Lights reappear on bicycles and gloves reappear on tiny hands, 
bleary trips to school are made before the sun rises, and when 
the night comes, so complete and inescapable, one finds oneself  
fighting constant tiredness and the overwhelming urge to just  

nod off straight after dinner.

This is the time of year where the body needs time to recalibrate 
itself to the dark days ahead. When it finally does, winter is  
embraced as enthusiastically as any other season, the October 

hors d’oeuvre to months of magic. 

It’s the cycle of nature, the irresistible appeal of hibernation, 
and the treasures it brings.  



N O V E M B E R
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Solar winds take f light
O’ Valkyries of the night



D E C E M B E R

Shared joy is a double joy
Shared sorrow is half a sorrow

  —

Swedish proverb

What most people don’t realise is that, despite the lack of sun, 
it’s not dark in a Scandinavian winter. The snow takes care of 

that, creating a pale twilight all the way through to spring.

The best winters – and I mean the coldest ones – are those 
that start with a first covering of snow in late November. As 
temperatures plummet, the air becomes so still you can slice it 
with a knife, the sky carries a watercolour brushstroke of ice blue,  

and the ground is a silent, absorbent blanket of purest white. 

Balance this with the arrival of Christmas, and the frozen 
wooden houses are lit up with the candlit cosiness of  
community, of intimate gatherings warmed by roaring fires, of 
indulgent food traditions and home-flavoured aquavit to wash  

it all down with.  

A yin and yang of perfectly complementary extremes, Christmas 
was made for Scandinavia.  
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D I S P L A Y

 —

In our short life, we have quickly realised it’s not just our product 
collection that drives the business of the best performing stores. 
It’s the knowledge and enthusiasm of their staff, the location 
of their display instore, and the attention to detail on how that  

display is presented that makes a good store really great.

That’s why we have worked very hard this year to provide all 
stores the tools to enhance their business with Skandinavisk: 

Training and inspiration films
Crafted display materials
Premium retailer program

Many stores around the world have already made this  
commitment and, with the winter season fast approaching, 
the opportunity to benefit from all our additional sales-driving 

content is also yours.

For details about how you can benefit, feel free to contact us at 
hej@skandinavisk.com 



H Y G G E
Danish for ‘cosiness’
[  H U – G A H  ]

A ref lection of the Scandinavian art 
of creating intimacy, fellowship and 
cosiness in the smallest everyday 
moments. With echoes of brewed tea 
and baked strawberry cake, rose 
petals and wild mint.

R O
Scandinavian for ‘tranquility’
[  R O  ]

Peace, calm and tranquility from the 
kingdoms of Norway, Sweden and  
Denmark. A subtle symphony of fresh cut 
grass and crumpled leaves, ambered woods 
and hidden blankets in the dunes. 

H AV
Scandinavian for ‘sea’
[  H O W  ]

The endless coastlines of Scandinavia 
are surrounded by the cold waters of 
the North Atlantic, Baltic and Arctic 
seas. Infused with notes of water f lora, 
driftwood, sea froth and fresh air.

F J O R D
Norwegian
[  F -Y O R  ]

Coniferous forests, crashing waterfalls 
and abundant fruits magnify the drama 
of the Norwegian fjords. With joyous notes 
of woods and ripening orchards, 
blackcurrants and raspberry flowers.

S K O G
Swedish/Norwegian for ‘ forest’
[  S K O W G  ]

Boreal forests cover half of Scandinavia 
stretching unbroken from the far south to 
the Arctic Circle. A morning mist of pine 
needles and woodland lily of the valley,
musk and aged leather. 

Ö
Swedish for ‘ island’
[  U R R  ]

Silken lakes, secluded islands, silent 
forests. Memories of rowing to a deserted 
island, the slippery touch of damp rockmoss 
underfoot, and the fragrant green embrace 
of dog-rose and crabapples. 

200ml Scent Diffuser / 3 months 200ml Scent Diffuser / 3 months

200ml Scent Diffuser / 3 months 200ml Scent Diffuser / 3 months

200ml Scent Diffuser / 3 months 200ml Scent Diffuser / 3 months

600gr 4-wick Vase Candle / 75 hours 600gr 4-wick Vase Candle / 75 hours

600gr 4-wick Vase Candle / 75 hours 600gr 4-wick Vase Candle / 75 hours

600gr 4-wick Vase Candle / 75 hours 600gr 4-wick Vase Candle / 75 hours

55gr Scented Candle / 16 hours 55gr Scented Candle / 16 hours

55gr Scented Candle / 16 hours 55gr Scented Candle / 16 hours

55gr Scented Candle / 16 hours 55gr Scented Candle / 16 hours190gr Scented Candle / 50 hours 190gr Scented Candle / 50 hours

190gr Scented Candle / 50 hours 190gr Scented Candle / 50 hours

190gr Scented Candle / 50 hours 190gr Scented Candle / 50 hours



K O T O
Old Finnish for ‘cosy at home’
[  K O –T O  ]

A sanctuary from the rugged Nordic 
climate, an intimate space to refresh the soul. 
Promising delicate notes of Baltic amber and 
schersmin blended with exotic mandarin 
and vanilla.

B Å L
Scandinavian for ‘bonfire’
[  B O R L  ]

A smokey reminder of the morning after  
the night before. Of summer campfires by  
the lake and sleeping under the stars, of 
roaring bonfires in the snow, glowing faces 
and shadows in the dark.

B Æ R
Danish/Norwegian for ‘berry’
[  B A R E  ]

Reminisces of family trips to the forest to 
forage for cloudberries, blueberries and 
lingonberries, of sweet-smelling reductions 
on the stove and warm, zingy sauces poured 
over ice cream. 

NAT
Danish/Norwegian for ‘night’
[  N A E T  ]

Midnight in the garden of Scandinavia. 
Echoes of a late evening at the summer 
house in the distant countryside where 
the fir trees tower over the silent lake 
and the elves dance seductively 
in the honeysuckle mist.

D A G
Scandinavian for ‘ dag’
[  D A E  ]

Sun warms, breeze cools, the earth 
breathes again. Reflections on a 
Scandinavian garden in bloom when 
the days never end, with buzzing 
herb gardens and colourful sprays 
of lily, violet and magnolia.

J U L
Scandinavian for ‘christmas’
[  Y O O L  ]

Glowing windows in the darkness,  
generations gathered in harmony and  
tradition, yuletide treats tempting on the 
hearth. A richly spiced scent for the home 
with bold notes of baked gingerbread,  
melted honey, cloves, and warm gløgg. 

N O R D LY S
Norwegian for ‘northern light’
[  N O R- L U C E  ]

Magical, elusive, indefinable. The Northern 
Lights are one of nature’s seven wonders,  
a symphony of colour, movement and scale 
once thought by ancient norse chroniclers 
to be sun f lares, great ocean fires or glacial 
f luorescence.  

190gr Scented Candle / 50 hours

190gr Scented Candle / 50 hours

190gr Scented Candle / 50 hours 190gr Scented Candle / 50 hours

V I N T E R
Winter collection
[  V I N -T E R  ]

Crystal freshness, silent panoramas  
of evergreen and white, the irresistible 
allure of hibernation. Designed to be 
re-usable with tealights.

200ml Scent Diffuser / 3 months600gr 4-wick Vase Candle / 75 hours55gr Scented Candle / 16 hours

190gr Scented Candle / 50 hours

190gr Scented Candle / 50 hours

200ml Scent Diffuser / 3 months 200ml Scent Diffuser / 3 months190gr Scented Candle / 50 hours

L E M P I
Old Finnish for ‘ love’
[  L E M – P E  ]

From the days when love was shamelessly 
romantic and best savoured in black and 
white. A timeless blend of rose and 
strawberry, garden peony and oakmoss.

200ml Scent Diffuser / 3 months55gr Scented Candle / 16 hours 190gr Scented Candle / 50 hours

S N Ö
Swedish for ‘snow’
[  S N U R  ]

Nature’s treasured light during the long dark 
months of a Scandinavian winter. A fresh, 
crisp and icily dry scent infused with a hint 
of winter berries and frozen timberwood.

190gr Scented Candle / 50 hours

3x55gr with gift box / 3x16 hours



S E N S E  O F  S C A N D I N AV I A

 —

Skandinavisk is 2 English chaps who fell in love with 2 blonde  
Scandinavian girls and never left.

Our home fragrance collection is inspired by 15 years of travels 
and experiences across the Nordic region.

We design subtle, refined scents and blend them with native 
symbols and a single local word rich with meaning to create 

unique impressions of Scandinavia.

Of vast silent landscapes and raw seasons, of cosy shared moments 
and quiet sophistication.



Agents and distributors

Schønemann Agentur – Jutland & Funen, Denmark 
per@schonemann.eu
+45 3132 4332

Mosaique, Agent – Sweden/Norway
allan@mosaique.dk
+45 2425 4057

Sanna Raatikainen, Agent – Finland
sanna@nougat.fi
+358 103 873 980

Kolk & Kolk, Agent – Benelux
info@kolkenkolk.nl 
+31 40 780 0985

Frost International, Agent – Austria
s.bleil@frost-international.at 
+43 699 150 55006

Cie Luxe Brands, LLC, Distributor – North America
chris@cieluxe.com
+1 760 827 1400

BYMR, Distributor – Australia 
nils@bymr.com.au
+61 2 9436 2929

Innometsa, Distributor – Korea
jessiekim@innometsa.com 
+82 234 637 753

skandinavisk.com

For general enquiries and orders: 
hej@skandinavisk.com 

Shaun Russell, Founder & CEO
shaun@skandinavisk.com
T.  +45 2485 3080

Gerry Kingham, Commercial Director
gerry@skandinavisk.com
T.  +46 72 315 2282

Skandinavisk SR ApS
Skovbogårds alle 2
2500 Valby
Denmark

VAT: DK 34620628

GLN: 5790002295034

Visit our showroom

Skandinavisk
Tullinsgade 3
1618 København V
Denmark

C O N TA C T

 —




